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NEW QUESTION: 1
While defining yourSOA governance model, you decide to define your organization structures
to define/monitor and enforce policies surrounding the enablement of your SOA initiative. After
assessing your existing IT governance model, you decide that it is not appropriate for your
existing organization governance model to be updated to address the needs of your SOA
initiative. Therefore, you decide on which one of the following course of actions?
A. Define new SOA organization governance structures that at a minimum must include a SOA
Center of Excellence, SOA Architecture Authority, and a Service Advisory Council.
B. Define like-for-like SOA organization governance structures to match your IT organization
governance structures, which address only SOA concerns.
C. Define SOA organization governance structures that address the needs of your SOA
initiative.The number and names of these structures are less important than the roles and
responsibilities.
D. Define new SOA organization governance structures that at a minimum must include a SOA
Steering Board, a SOA Center of Excellence, and a service librarian.
Answer: C
Explanation:
A key aspect of SOA Governance is the updates or creation of new governancestructures to
define/monitor and enforce policies surrounding the enablement of theSOA initiative. The
number and names of these structures is less important than theroles and responsibilities they
encompass. The names of the structures are arbitrary asan IT steering board, IT committee,
and architecture review board could all performthe duties within different enterprises.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a Dynamics 365 Finance developer for a company that sells pre-owned vehicles. When
the company acquires a new vehicle, vehicle identification (VIN) numbers are added to the VIN
field in the CustTable.
You need to create an event handler to validate that new VIN values are at least 10 characters
long. Validation must occur when records are saved- Which three actions should you perform in
sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area
and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
1 - Copy the validatedWrite event handler on the CustTable table object.
2 - Copy the onModified event handler on the CustTable object
3 - Add code to perform the validation.

NEW QUESTION: 3
How can an administrator make the 'Search Vaults' button in Outlook available to users?
A. use the Search Provisioning Group
B. use the Exchange desktop policy, 'Options' tab
C. use the Exchange mailbox policy, 'Options' tab
D. use the IMAP Provisioning Group
Answer: D
Explanation:
Topic 12, Describe the process for importing and exporting archives

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which type of sniffing technique is generally referred as MiTM attack?
ECCouncil 312-50: Practice Exam
A. ARP Poisoning
B. Password Sniffing
C. Mac Flooding
D. DHCP Sniffing
Answer: C
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